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Iff.l 11.0uUCTI JJ:.l

Gro-'-lIJing is a very important and. controvcrsial issue in
the organization and operd.tion of schools and classrooms.
To ,promote the le::t.rniug of all pu_pils, to :fi.l-acilit:::.:.te the
work of the clt:-.t.ssroora teL.cher, and. at the same time to incret .. se the effectiveness of' the ed.uc1;. t i anal prot,iTei.m, schools
::.<.d.O,Pt

Vci.rious _p: ... tterns of' ci::.. ssroom grouping.
Grou1) ing should oe a flexi ole lCind of cL,.ssroom organi za-

t ior1 1' or aQ just ing the curriculwn to the need.s ::md abilities
of cld.SS members.

It is

&

mes.ns to ::..n enr1, not t:in enci in itself.

A.

BASIS FOH GROUPING
For initial reading activities, groups may be formed on

the basis of data obtained from standardized reading readiness
tests, from systematic observation, or both.

If a systematic

program for the pJ:e:first-grade testing of children has not been
set up, then the teacher should work with the pupils a few days
before tentative groupings are made.

An entire reading readiness

test may be given to certain pupils to provide needed data, or parts
of a test may be ad.ministered to obtain specific information of
certain types of development.
When using a basal reading readiness book or an experience
approach, the experienced teacher may detect individual needs
through observation of responses.
Deficiencies in background of information may be exhibited
by a child with limited vocabulary or by one who has too few facts
to contribute to a discussion.

Deficiencies observed by the teach-

er may be crucial factors to be considered in grouping.
Grouping of students should be on the basis of children •s
interests.

In the elementary school, group interests are served

by activities and projects suited to pupil tastes and talents.
If, after grouping, it is discovered that the child's felt interests and needs are temporarily or generally more in keeping with
those of another group, he would join the group whose pursuits
are most in accord with his interests.
2
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If the child is less able than others in the group with
which he shares his interests, the program should be flexible
enough to provide tasks at his level and thus to facilitate the
next step in his growth.

Similarly, a child who is more able

than others will grow still more able.

Both of these children

will be growing and working with interests shared by other children in their group, and both will be learning to work with children of similar interests.
Oftentimes children are grouped for social purposes.
Children who have similar interests usually like to work together
as a social group.

The available evidence, limited though it may

be, shows that the small-group technique stimulates social learnings to a much greater degree than is possible with mass instruction practices if a competent classroom teacher has the material
and facilities he needs .. l

1 J. Wayne Wrightstone, Class Organization~ Instruction, p,.. 16

B.

SIZES OF GROUPS

Variation of sizes of groups may range from one ohild to
the class as a whole.

At times the teacher may work with an

individual pupil in order to give him special individual instruction at the level of his competency.
teacher instructs the class as a whole.

At other times the
All of the children

are engaged in activities related to the whole class experience.

The inexperienced teacher should probably be satisfied

by dividing the class into two groups:

those reaey for initial

reading instruction and those in need of systematic instruction
to develop readiness for reading.

After these groups are or-

ganized and under way, it is a relatively simple matter for the
teacher to break down each group into two sections on the basis
of rate of progress and/or needs.

4

C.

F LEXIDILITY OF GROUPING

There is a general agreement that the key to the successful administration of a grouping plan is flexibility.

All group-

ing of pupils should be tentative in the sense that any pupil may
be moved from one group to another as his achievement or deficiencies warrant such transfer.

I have found that occasionally in my

first-grade classroom a child from the lowest reading readiness
group has progressed to the top reading group during the first six
months of school.

,.

Likewise, some of the ohildren•s reading apti-

..;e.

tudeJ ha.s- been over estimated, in which instance the fast-moving
group was too much for them.

The difficulty and purpose of read-

ing materials must be adjusted constantly for children, for, when
a child works at the level at which he can achieve, he will ordinarily improve steadily.

Flexibility of grouping promotes person-

ality development by challenging the pupil with appropriate learning situations and by avoiding those in which he might be frustrated
by tasks too easy or t.oo difficult.

Betts states tba t 1'lexibility

of grouping is essential for a number of reasons:
1.

The activities in an interesting classroom vary from
hour to hour and from day to d.ay, necessitating different types of contributions and therefore providing
different opportunities for achieving. Hence, groupings should be a constantly changing membership to
meet class needs.

2.

Flexible grouping builds rapport - or harmonious working relationships - between members of the class. No
teacher should ever be guilty of assi31ing a given individual to a dumb group or a bright group so that he
is stigmatized by a teacher-made label. One label can
be just as bad in its effect on the individual as

.5
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another. Flexible grouping facilitates the development of confidence and self-respect in the things the
individual can do.
3.

Flexible groupings provide equal learning opportunities in all school room activities. Successful teachers make their groupings flexible and tintative because
the pi:>ocedure is psychologically solid.

Paul McKee,

~

Teaching 2£. Readins in the Elementary School, p. 391

D.

INDIVDlUAL DD'FERENCES
Any elementary teacher knows that the various pupils enter-

ing any given grade at the opening of school are by no means
equal in abilities, interests, experiences, background, and reading achievement.

In the second-grade class, some children will

read no more effectively than many first-grade pupils who are
just beginning to read a so-ea lled first reader.

Others will

read as well as many pupils who are reading books used commonly
by fourth-grade children.

In the third-grade class, the poorest

read.er will read no better than the so-called average first-grade
child, and the best reader will be able to read books used commonly
in the fourth or sixth-grade classes.

Between the poorest and the

best reader in each class, the remaining thirty or more pupils
will have various degrees of reading ability.

These wide differ-

ences among the reading abilities and needs of children make it
advisable if not imperative that those pupils be grouped for instructional purposes.
Studies

sho'~

that the following ranges apply in reading corn-

prehension, vocabulary, mechanics of English composition, and
mathematics:
--At the first-grade level, the range of achievement is
between three andfour years
--At the fourth-grade level, the range of achievement is
between five and six years
--At the sixth-grade level, the range of achievement is
between seven and eight years
--At the secondary level, the assumption can safely be made

7
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t11c..t the r·,mge of Lchievernent v;ill oe e':i-.J.al to or even
wider th::ill at tJie sLdi1-gr,.:i.6.e leve1. l
'£he wide r.':.1,.nge of t iiese :.;;.bili ties

:illQ

of pre_p3.r<;;.tion •·ithin:.::. e;rou_;,) c1J1jstitute

:::1.

tne dif1.'enmt degrees

pressing problem.

This

si t-;..Lc,tion could be met to some a.egree by oetter yupil grouping
within the cluss.

l
J • •• ayn e "r i gh t stone , op. c it • , 2. 15

E.

HOMOGENEOUS AND HETl:!."1t0GENEOUS GROUPING

Many forms of homogeneous grouping have been tried, and
many basis for the groupings have been used.
used is mental ability grouping.

The most widely

There is much to be said both

for and against segregation of gifted children from the slow
learners.
The results of studies of segregation are not consistent.
In one experiment with sixteen boys and girls, it was found that
their scores on achievement tests were only slightly higher than
those of a control group.

By more subjective standards, however,

they were found to be "higher" in initiative, self-assurance,
tenacity, and other traits involving emotional and social growth.
Other studies have yielded somewhat dii'ferent findings.

Special-

ists in psychology, however, seem to favor classes for the gifted
in the elementary school and mildly support the practice in the
junior high school. 1
Homogeneoud ability grouping presents special problems for
experimentation and study.

One of the chief problems has been to

find a suitable basis for ability grouping.

Intelligence test

ratings, achievement in reading, teachers' marks and other various
methods have been used as criteria.

The most significant problem

is that of the program itself, for if some pupils are separated

1

Paul McKee, .££•

.ill•,

p. 393.
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from others, there ari.ses the task of creating a special currioulum for them.

Each child must be provided with a program that is

stimulating and challenging so that the whole self of each child
can be developed every step of the way.
Also, difficulties of ability grouping arise from erroneous
assumptions.

One assumption is that achievement in reading and

other school subjects is dependent upon a child• s intelligence
and that the relation between intelligence and achievement is
static.

Pupil motivation, attitudes, interests, and teaching

practices provide a dynamic, not a static, relationship between
intelligence and achievement.
There is much to be said both for and. against ability
grouping.

Democracy implies an opportunity for eaoh individual

to make the most of his capabilities and to enjoy the best advantages his community can provide for that purpose.

There can

be no valid objection, therefore, to separate grouping, provided,
of course, it is followed by provision of the right kinds of
opportunities.

Equal opportunity does not mean that everyone

should do the same thing.

It is not democratic to force gifted

children to endure repetition of things they already know, or

-lo denyUlft them the opportunity to develop their abilities.

It is

undemocratic to force slow pupils to attempt things they cannot
do.

Community sentiment sometimes makes a policy of ability

grouping unwise.

There is probably not

enou~

to be gained from

ability grouping to warrant proceeding in the absence of wholehearted community support.

In considering ability grouping the

administration faces the problem of avoiding the risk of'

11

ter.<tency of

cl.;.sses to become c: ... tc:uc.:;.Ll.s for ::.i.ll _r;:irnis

se2::~r::.i.te

of misfits.

if such com.i)iatition, riv:ilry,

L1:.1.r:-ZCs is yrevs.lent in the scl1ool,

:~nd

striviL3 for 11it:h

bri5l1ter pUJil.s 1Jill

:~lmost

inevi t;,i..bly look clown or; sJ.Y,ier ones <J.nd. t::i..Ke ;.d.v: .. ntu.ge of every

opgo.rt,mi ty t

Q

incre, .. se tneir own sel.L'-rec.:::1rd. ::inQ uisplii.y

superiority.
"e iJill proO:ibly hu,ve to ,;.,gree th;.:<.t it is
g:inize

c~.na. 111

e;ro<.li)S.
l ·;. t1e led..

_..

to or-

"lL•t;e a school w i tnout se .P'-"r'i t ed. classes for

..her~

.L;

e~.:<.sier

i

bi li ty

there is not 2..1.Dility 5rou_ping 1 tne ch:u.d is not

o scheme

..

-

OI

lL..iirllll@:,

lettering, or numoering sections

is ir1:5e1io,.i..3 er..ough to prevent lhi.pil.s or t11eir parent:::> J.·rom le1. . rning vvh:.it they me·:t11.

lf one a.eliber,_.te ly c.nooses to crou.) )·J.;)ils

will kno.,· the LJe'.i..:uing

'i.!.<l

insit,"nificu.nce of the v:--.rious groups •

•,,ny ot11er <ci.SSv<.Llption is sheer self'-a.eLrnion •
.l.L.egara.leGs of

r101>'

ling s.bilit;y grou_ps, ,.e

ktctf"u.l or c leyer a te:.:...cher is in l1:"'nd.~cnovv

tr1, .. t m:illy p:;..rents 1::i.nu. c1iJ.lG.ren

e.'.{;Jerience a c onsider:.J.ble 3.mount of anxiety becf.3:use of' the
stereot,y_t.)ed metnod. oi' trying to grO\l.) c1ulu.ren
::i. bi

li ty.

.i.

t c::.:.i. 'u.Ses

<.rn~dety

in many c hiluren and in many

s. hana.ica:p in le .. r.ning to re'-.td.

:for the cnild

.1110

,,,,ccord.i:r,~:

to
v~a.ys

is

'.l:here is, of course, the t.l1ri 11

ma.nae;es to ;irogress

U.J_J17ard

to

,:1,

more ad.vs.nced

group, out there is :,,,lso the discoura.gement of the slow learner
or the L.1.te d.evelo_per v1ho feels quite sure tn: .. t he
get be;yond. belonging ·Go a slo.i grouJ?.

~.ill

never
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Is a child likely to accept himself as a worthy person if
his parents, his peers, and his teachers think of him as someone
in the "dumb group"?

Is he likely to develop into a self-confi-

dent and capable individual in an atmosphere where the boundaries
for his learning become somewhat "set"?
Children tend to accept themselves more readily when they
feel a measure of success as they work toward goals that are
realistic for them.

Self-acceptance fosters acceptance of others

and contributes to wholesome living for all those who are affected.
When self-confidence and self-respect are not seriously threatened,
most children learn to read; and greater achievement is assured
when individual differences are met in ways that take advantage
of the many resources which differences provide.
ways of teaching reading help to do this.

Individualized

If teachers are able

to help pupils devise and carry on individual anc'l small-group
activities reflecting wide ranges of ability and interest, if
the teachers are willing and able to accept at face value a different kind and quality of participation from different pupils,
and if special material and other resources essential for slow
learners are available in suf£icient quantity to permit using
them in many classes, there is little reason for going to the
extra work involved in separate grouping.
Homogeneous grouping has been less widely used because
there are wide differences even in a so-called ability group
class ann because it is difficult to avoid labeling classes as
bright, average, or slow.

Those in favor of heterogeneous

grouping say that ability grouping does not really eliminate

13

wide ranges.

They point out that heterogeneous grouping helps

to provide a more normal social situation for children of elementary school age.

They say that it encourages an atmosphere

in which children have the opportunity of working with others.
of varied and diverse talents.

They emphasize that personal

and social learnings are as important as academic ones.
Although contradictory findings have come from the many
studies, a summary of the evidence slightly favors ability
grouping as contrasted with heterogeneous grouping in academic
learning.

The evidence for ability grouping indicates greatest

relative effectiveness in academic learning for dull children,
next greatest for average children, and least for bright chil•»
dren. 1

Classroom teachers have differences of opinion about

ability grouping, but several studies reveal that a majority of
teachera prefer it.
Betts feels that homogeneous grouping adds regimentation
to classroom plans for the school day, contributes to school
administrative problems, makes integration of school activities
more difficult. 2

No valid conclusions can be drawn regarding

the effects of ability grouping upon the personal characteristics of pupils.
We must recognize that there is still much debate as to
the advisability of using ability grouping.

l

J. Wayne Wrightstone, .212.•

2 Paul McKee, .2.E.•

.ill•,

£.ll••

p. 723

p 26

Some school systems
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have tried it and given it up as impractical.

Other school sys-

tems have used ability grouping for a long time and maintain that

it is a complete success.

F.

GROUPS Wl'.THIN nlE CL.ASS

In recent years, teachers and supervisors in elementary
schools have increasingly organized sub groups within a class
in attempting to meet the, problem of individual differences.
Many first grades have planned for all children in the first
grade to do the same things.

Therefore, when the more mature

children wanted to read, as they were quite prepared to do,
the less mature children had to

~o

the same thing; or the first

grade may have had two groups, one for the fast and the other
for the slow.

Then if a few children were still not ready when

the rest of the slow group were, they were then forced to start
too soon.

To meet this situation the teacher may form three

small groups of pupils.

One small group may be composed of

pupils who are ready to learn to read and can begin to learn
to read immediately.
In intermediate grades the high group may use relatively
difficult books intended for that level or perhaps for a higher
grade level.

The average group may use books of average diffi-

culty intended for that grade level.

The low group may use

relatively simple books intended. for that grade level or unlabeled books intended for lower grade levels.

14

G.

UNGRADED PRIMARY GROUPING

Today many educators support multi-grade classes.
this plan grade designations are abolished.
placed in ungraded primary classes with
little older or younger but who

no

achievement, especially in reading.

Under

Children are

chil~ren

who may be a

not differ too greatly in
This plan has been in

operation in Milwaukee, with some modifications, since 1942.

Dr. Walter Rehwoldt and Dr. Warren Hamilton support the
broad hypothesis that grouping patterns should be based upon
differences among children, rather than upon similarities.
When we have these greater dif:fer ence~ in a group, the followlng appear to be some of the factors which contribute to the
enhanced learning environment:
1.

Younger children are stimulated by working with
other children.

2.

Older children increase and strengthen their academic and social learnings by working with younger
children.

J.

Grade stanc'lards a re minimized, which results in a
greater and beneficial individualization of instruction.

4.

The wide range of experience, capacity and interest brings greater enrichment to the classroom
program.

5.

Less peer rivalry contributes to better social
and personal adjustment.

15

H.

GROUPING FOR READING INSTRUCTION
Adequate reading ability is essential both for the pupil's

school success and for his emotional and social adjustment.

Under

prevailing conditions of instruction, many children fail to achieve
adequate reading ability.

On the other hand, when instruction has

been adjusted to the individual needs of the learners, many children have been successful who almost certainly would have failed
without this adjustment.

Other children who have already failed

have become successful when given remedial instruction adjusted
to their interests and needs.
Recognition of individual differences is most important
when approaching reading.

Probably one of the biggest barriers

to a successful first reading in some schools is a lack of pupil
readiness.

It has been found that as many as forty to sixty per

cent of all elementary school children in some schools are completely frustrated by the difficulty of the basal reading materials they are using.

This was found to be true even in some

situations where the children were supposedly organized into
small groups :for directed reading activities.

One of the worst

pitfalls in reading instruction is that of giving children
materials to rean. that are entirely too difficult.

A second pit-

fa 11 is that of giving a chi.1'1 a one hundred per cent diet of
material that is not challenging because it is too easy.

Chil-

dren cannot be expected to manifest much enthusiasm in the first

16
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reading when they are bogged down by word recognition and comprehension problems.
When basal readers or any type of basal textbooks are
used, some provision must be made for recognizing individual differences in needs, interest, and capacities.

It appears then

that one way to cope with this situation is to have grouping for
individualized teaching.
It should be explained that individualized ways of teaching reading do not eliminate groups.

There may be many groups in

individualized plans, but they are cantered around a variety of
needs and purposes rather than around ability to learn.

Groups

based on interest, jobs to be done, and friendship are examples.
In some instances children with similar difficulties may :for a
time work together, but the teacher should not cl o anything which
might cause children to :feel that they are a member of either a
fast, slow, or average ability group.
A rich classroom environment is necessary for individualized reading instruction.

Many carefully selected books, interest

canters, and the use of every opportunity where reading meets a
need are essential.
interest herself.

The teacher should be alert, should radiate
With little enc our tlgement chil<lren will bring

this and that for the interest centers.

The writer is especially

pleased with a reading project fostered in her room this week.
picture of a former member of the class appeared in the daily
paper.

It pictures the boy with a snake he hacl been given for a

Christmas gift.

Three children brought a copy of the picture.

A
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The pictures were the basis :for much conversation and language
expression.

Three charts were made, and even the slower readers

can read these charts with ease.

The children :found great satis-

faction in being able to read the charts.
In the writer's opinion, individualized reading plans provide many rich opportunities to help children make the best of
their abilities and resources.

There are few limits to bind them

if the environment is rich with opportunities to read, to cormnunicate and share 'With an appreciative audience what they learn.

..)[J..,JL-.h.Y

Gro'.lping and. regrouping within any grade or cs.ge level-for various instrJ..cti onal purposes should be a normal p<.:..rt of
cl::c.i.ssroom procedure.

.nead.ing groups, speci<..i.l interest groups,

committees, and. the like should be f.o:vmed. i'rom time to time,
depending on the needs and interests oi' individuc..ls ar1d. the
nature of the va.rious :...ctivities oeing c:;..1.rrir.;d. on in a cLi.ssroorn.

..1u.ch gr Oi.l.IJS <:J.re formed. vmen needed. and. ciissol ved. when

they have served their purpose.
Good grouping :promotes learning.
the bases of interests and needs.
to the cL:i.ss

'J.G

a wJ:1ole.

Grou.l.)ing sho·u.ld. be on

>Jize may r'.:l.nge from one child

..11 grouping of :pupils should De tenta-

tive so that s.ny pupil may be moved 1·rorn one group to

b.:r~other

as interests or needs require •
.l?lipils should. be grou;;>ed so that each group c onta.ins those
iLd.i v iclu::l.ls who ca.n pro i'i t from the same instruction.
per::i.t ive

tlL~t

It is irn-

each pu.:pil receive instr·u.ction from which he can

profit most •
.... vailei.ble experimental evidence on instructional provisions for

me~ting

individual differences at the elementary school

level f::l.vors gro-.1ps within the class.

l t is the writer's opinion

that individm.i.lized reu.ding, although much of it is d.one through
gr'JUp situations, is an effective way of helping chila.ren learn
to read.

Good. grouping helps to 1'ree eh ildren for ere:"' t i ve and

metinin6ful re<'"'ding on their res_pective levels of development.
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